Fixed appliances
Please help us get the
smile you want by
following this advice
You have a delicate, complex
and expensive fixed appliance.
It needs to be cared for by
having excellent toothbrushing,
a brace-friendly diet and
regular visits to have it checked.
Everything you need for your brace
is available to buy at Reception in
kit form or separately.

Toothbrushing
Use either a normal or electrical toothbrush initially then
complete your routine with the smaller brushes as shown to
you.
To do the job properly it will take 3-4 minutes twice a day.
You can brush or rinse around your teeth at other times of the
day; e.g. after eating a meal.
As an additional preventive measure you should use a fluoride
mouthwash once a day (at a different time to brushing your teeth)
Remember at every visit you should turn up with clean teeth.
If they are not you will be asked to buy a disposable
toothbrush before you will have your brace adjusted.
You are allowed 2 warnings about bad brushing. After that
your treatment will be stopped and you will not be allowed to
have any more NHS treatment.

Initial discomfort

Breakages

The brace puts gentle
pressure on your teeth
initially and this may be
uncomfortable especially
when eating or brushing. This
usually lasts for 7-10 days
whilst your mouth becomes
accustomed to the brace and
can be controlled with your
usual painkiller. You can buy
some wax to stop the brace
from rubbing but remember
to remove it before going to
sleep.

Breakages slow down your
treatment. Your clinician will
have instructed you today
about what to do if your brace
breaks. Always contact
Reception first if you need any
further advice rather than just
turn up as you may have a
long wait to see someone.
Most breakages can be
avoided by stopping habits
and changing your diet – see
additional sheet.

You must come to all of your appointments
You should have an appointment every 7-10 weeks. Appointments
cancelled at short notice cannot be rescheduled for several weeks due to
our workload. This will make your treatment time longer – so set those
reminders on your mobile phone!

Remember… if you persist in breaking your brace or are not keeping
it clean enough, then your treatment can be stopped after 2 warnings.
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